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The Solution
Add-on modules in use by
HEAD today:
Ship As Bill As

This module gives your company the ability to ship a
package at one service and bill at another. For
example, you can send a package via FedEx Overnight,
but charge the client at the UPS Ground rate. This
module is often used by a manufacturer on a back
ordered item. CMS WorldLink further extends the
benefits by storing the published and discounted rates
for both the shipped and billed methods.
ROI: This module gives you the flexibility to ship a
package at one rate and bill at another; thus
enhancing customer relations.

Custom Reports & Labels

Companies wanting to build custom reports will
benefit greatly from our Custom Reports Utility.
CMS WorldLink uses Crystal Reports as a standard
template writer. The Custom Label utility includes a
library of sample compliance labels for various retailers.
ROI: Custom Reports gives the user flexibility to
present or view historical information to suit business
requirements, thus accelerating documentation
compliance. This is especially useful when doing carrier
negotiations or personnel productivity performance
reviews. Moreover, you can create your own custom
labels for a variety of uses, including internal purposes
or to meet customer specifications.
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By incorporating CMS WorldLink’s Ship As Bill As and
Custom Reports & Labels add-on modules, HEAD overcame
its various shipping and logistics management challenges:

• Ship As Bill As equalizes delivery timeframes

HEAD adopted the use of this module to mitigate the
disparate nature of its delivery timeframes between East and
West Coast customers. Ship As Bill As allowed HEAD to ship
at one rate while billing at another. In HEAD's case, the
company ships to West Coast customers using three-day
delivery services but bill their customers at ground rates.

• Alliance with FedEx lowers costs

By processing all the Canadian ground packages through
CMS WorldLink in Baltimore, HEAD has increased efficiency
and tightened inventory control. The company has also
accomplished all this while maintaining the same level of
customer satisfaction.

• Custom labels plugs cost drain; ensures compliance

Using CMS WorldLink’s Custom Label module, HEAD
generates two labels via CMS WorldLink as part of its shipping
process. One is the carrier shipping label and the other is the
vendor-specific compliance label. This effort has resulted in
zero compliance penalties.

The Outcome

Tony Ceasar, HEAD’s Chief Information Officer (CIO) says it best:
“We use groundbreaking processes and systems to move our
products to market — quickly, efficiently and at the lowest cost
possible. CMS WorldLink is an important part of our strategy. I’m
confident our CMS WorldLink investments will keep paying
dividends for years to come.”
“HEAD receives tremendous advantages from using its
zone-skipping process; most notably the company retains the
benefits of centralized shipping management, which is CMS
WorldLink’s hallmark.” — Wil Fekeci, President, President, CMS GlobalSoft
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About Head NV
HEAD NV (”HEAD”), a leading global manufacturer and marketer of
premium branded sports equipment, is organized into four divisions:
Winter Sports, Racquet Sports, Diving and Licensing. The company
sells products under the HEAD (tennis, squash, paddle and
racquetball racquets, tennis balls, tennis footwear, badminton
products, alpine skis, ski bindings and ski boots, snowboards,
bindings and boots), Penn (tennis and racquetball balls), Tyrolia (ski
bindings), and Mares (diving equipment) brands. Head holds leading
positions in each of its product markets and its products are
endorsed by some of the world’s top athletes including Richard
Gasquet, Andrew Murray, Ivan Ljubicic, Svetlana Kuznetsova, Patty
Schnyder, Amelie Mauresmo, Hermann Maier, Bode Miller, Didier
Cuche, Marco Büchel, Rainer Schönfelder, Patrick Staudacher, Maria
Riesch, Anja Pärson, Elisabeth Görgl, Sarka Zahrobska, Jon Olsson and
Gianluca Genoni.

Overview
Superior technology isn’t limited to
HEAD’s sports equipment engineering; it
extends throughout all facets of the
organization. This is especially true of
HEAD’s shipping operations which are
responsible for the shipment of products
to more than 15,500 accounts in pro
shops, specialty sporting goods and mass
merchants throughout the globe. As a
longtime CMS GlobalSoft customer since
the 1996, HEAD attributes much of its
transportation management success to
date to savvy IT, streamlined logistical
operations and its usage of CMS
WorldLink, which serves as the
company’s cornerstone for shipping
management.
Challenges
In an effort to further streamline systems
administration company-wide, HEAD first
identified some key logistics challenges:
• HEAD’s primary distribution center
is based in Baltimore, Maryland
East Coast location introduced
disparate delivery timeframes between
West and East Coast customers.
• HEAD’s Canadian warehouse not
part of company’s SAP network
As a result, this warehouse was unable
to gain the efficiencies achieved by the
users of the ERP application, causing
additional process inefficiencies.
• Non-compliant shipping labels
Failure to meet vendor-specific
compliance label requirements is a
huge cost drain, resulting in heavy fees
per shipment.

“HEAD has deployed CMS WorldLink in its Phoenix, Arizona and Baltimore,
Maryland distribution centers. The application helps HEAD to manage more than
1,000 daily orders (with each order consisting of thousands of individual packages)
successfully.” — Wil Fekeci, President, CMS GlobalSoft

